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Testimonials
Thanks for the great service! The carpet
looks wonderful. ~Shana & Danny Wilson,
Ames
Awesome service as always! ~Kori Cramer,
Ames
Really took your time to get all the spots out.
Our carpet looked new again. Thanks.
~Amber Rush, Boone
The carpets are beautiful. Most important was the service and the relationship offered
by Russ. Thank you ~ Mary Lou & Arne
Paulsen, Ames
Thanks Russ - You did an excellent job on
our “high-traffic” carpet. We were pleased
with the results. Good luck with your new
business! ~Don & June VanSickle, Ames

H

ello again! I hope everyone made it through a busy
holiday season filled with family , friends, and a good
cheer. We are welcoming in the new year with two new
additions to our family - Teddy and Graham, a pair of new
hamsters for our 4 year old, Eli. A big thanks to Dale Dyvig at
Dyvig’s Pet Shoppe in Ames for helping us get set up. They
really are fun to watch run around - the dog thinks so too.

W

ell this month I am going to discuss some carpet
cleaning terminology and how it pertains to your
carpet. There are four things that can make your carpet look
bad - soil, spots, stains, and wear. Although they sound alike,
they are unique in how they affect the carpet fiber and how
easily they can be corrected.
oil is technically anything that is foreign to the carpet. This
can be dirt, sand, dust, pollen, oils, pet hair, skin, (yes,
we shed) etc. Soil can be further broken down into two
categories - soluble, and insoluble. Soluble soils are ones that
can be dissolved in water or solvent. These consist of sugars,
starches, salt, grease, tar, oils, cosmetics, ink, etc. Insoluble
soils are soils that dissolve in neither water or solvent.
Examples would include clay, sand, limestone, carbon,
vegetable fiber, and animal hair. Insoluble soils make up the
largest percentage of soil in your carpet and are the easiest
to simply vacuum up (here I go with the vacuuming again).
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spot then goes hand in hand with soil, in that a spot is simply
a concentration of soil. Our carpet is generally covered in soil
but it tends to blend in unless there is enough concentrated in
one spot for us to notice. This usually occurs when we spill
something or track something in. A spot is soil that sits on the
fiber.

A

stain on the other hand is a spot that actually changes the
fiber. A soil that stains the fiber actually penetrates the
scratches and abrasions or the dye site on the fiber and changes
the color of the fiber. Staining materials are most commonly acid
dyes that are found in food and textiles. These dyes closely
resemble the dyes used to dye the carpet fibers at the mill and
are able to enter the dye sites on the fibers. Therefore, while
spots can be removed with our normal cleaning processes, stains
usually require additional treatment with specialized chemicals
and higher temperatures to penetrate the dye sites. Even with new
chemicals and treatments, some stains will be permanent.
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F

inally we come to wear and abrasion. This occurs when
insoluble soils accumulate and begin to scratch and grind up
the carpet fibers. This most commonly occurs in narrow hallways,
in front of furniture, stairs, and transitions from hard floors to
carpet. Abrasion from soils cause scratches on the fiber which
make the fiber absorb light and look dull. When there is too
much abrasion the fibers break and you have wear - the actual
loss of fiber. This process can be delayed and prevented by
regular vacuuming (have I mentioned that before?) and thorough
hot water extraction cleaning.

T

he other thing that can help with all of these issues is our
Maxim Advanced carpet protector. Maxim Advance puts a
protective coating around the carpet fiber making it more
resistant to soil and spots. Maxim Advanced also contains acid
dye resistors to give additional protection against acid dye stains (
I have a really cool demo if you would like to see it.) Lastly,
Maxim Advanced protects your fibers from wear and abrasion by
taking the abuse on the outside of the fiber instead of the fiber
itself, kind of like wax on your car.
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ell, that’s all for this month. As always, feel free to give us a
call if you have any questions or comments.
ishing you all a happy and prosperous New Year!

ntil next month,

P

Russ

.S. If anyone has any questions or suggestions for my column,
please let me know at russ@craftsmencarpetcare.com. I’d like
to know what you would like to know!

New Years Resolutions
Make this year count

January is a good time to look back
and take stock of our lives, to see what we
would like to change. A new year seems to
have so much promise, a great opportunity
for a fresh start. We have good intentions
with our New Year’s Resolutions, but often
our old habits creep back in, and we are in
the same circumstances that we had
wanted to change.
A good way to make those
resolutions stick is to set your goals in a
specific and measurable way. Author Brian
Tracy says to write down your goals, and to
be even more effective, write them down
every day. Make them personal, positive
and present tense. Meaning when you
write them, start with “I,” then write it in a
positive way. For example, instead of “I will
quit smoking,” write it positive and as if it
has already happened, “I am a non
smoker.” You will be surprised at what you
can accomplish!
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Client of the Month
Thank you for Your Support

Our client of the month...
Each month we choose a very special Client
of the Month. It’s our way of acknowledging
good friends and saying thanks to those
who support us and our business with
referrals, word of mouth and repeat
business. Keep talking about us and you
might be our next Client of the Month!

If you see your name call Craftsmen to
redeem your gift! No Purchase Necessary.

Craftsmen is now offering Gift Cards!

Tip of the Day
Coat a snow shovel with floor wax to keep
snow from sticking to it.
To reduce static cling, pin a small safety pin
to the seam of your slip and you will not
have a clingy skirt or dress. Same thing
works with slacks that cling when wearing
panty hose. Place pin in seam of slacks and
-- voila -- static is gone.

www.craftsmencarpetcare.com

Mention this coupon and save!

Referral Rewards
We want more clients like you! When
you refer us to your friends and
neighbors, you are giving them a gift of
150 sq ft of Carpet Cleaning Free! But
did you know you get something too?
When your friend uses one of our
services, you get a certificate for 10%
of their sale, up to $20. You can then
use that certificate towards your next
cleaning.
Refer all of your friends and rack up
the savings!

January Savings

This month, get HALF OFF of our
Maxim Advanced Protector!

Call Craftsmen today to
set up your appointment

708-4575
Des Moines Customers Call
783-3072
Not Valid with any other offer. Not valid on commercial services. Minimum
charge applies. Offer valid 01/02/09 - 01/31/09.

Craftsmen Carpet care
2217 Duff Ave,
Ames, IA 50010
Our Website has a new
look! Check it out
www.craftsmencarpetcare.com

